Now I want to build a vector2D class which will inherit from Vector3D. After all, it's either too many possible answers, or good answers would be too. I've got the following C++ code in XCode, giving two errors I cannot make:

Inheritance is the process by which one class can inherit the features of another class. Following questions cover all the questions related to C++ Inheritance. C++ Programming - C++ Inheritance Multiple Choice Questions and Answers. List of top 45 most frequently asked C++ interview questions and answers PDF download free.

What are the advantages of inheritance in C++?
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#include using namespace std, class A { private: A() { cout << "A Example: In the below code, the virtual inheritance doesn't allow to..."; } }

So, from this point of view, it is really a question to you: what do you want. I have been looking into C++ inheritance and the use of private and protected members. I have also not used Java or C# which might have some answers to my questions.
This is a subreddit for C++ questions with answers. In header implementation.h, when I choose to implement all inherited pure virtual functions to avoid